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Rating
★★★★☆(1)

Description
If I add a rating to a new tracker, the rating is not saved.

Also the rating value star has an opaque white background.

These occur on dev.tiki.org presently.

Update: Still not working on dev.tiki.org revision 48335.

The rating gets saved now but is not displaying.

Not logged i saw that they were 3 votes but could see star on or off;

Once logged i voted and the score was reseted to 0;

This worked well in Tiki9., and it's still borken as of r49090 (December 15th).
If Rating with "Stars (system)" is supposed to be deprecated, could someone please help to switch the rating system in the dev.t.o Bug Tracker (tracker5) so that it can use whatever new rating system is not "deprecated"?
This way, since the new Rating field is not documented as of Dec 14th 2013, we could see it here at least as a working example.

Ok, added the new Rating system myself to the Bug Tracker (new field 152: "New Rating"). And it works out of the box. Good job whoever coded the new feature.

Workaround
Change to the new trakcer field type "Rating", I guess? (which works out of the box).

I wonder, however, if there is any chance to convert an old field "Stars (system)" into the new "Rating" field type, and re-use previous data stored in the former tracker field.

If you like this solution, please close the bug report, I'd say. I'll leave it as "Pending", for the time being.
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